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As we power through the first
quarter of 2019, we continue to
build on the hugely motivating
successes of last year which
ended with a record-breaking YoY
21% increase in total volume of
new business.
Times are a changing. While
previously new business volumes
have resulted through IFAs, we are
seeing a dramatic increase through
the Mortgage Broker channel
which has year-to-year sales of
more than double those of IFAs.
So why the step change?
Uncertainty is the buzzword
of the day. The unpredictable
economic and political climate
in which we currently live
has contributed to consumer
insecurity. The mortgage advisory
market is engaging more with
consumers to emphasise the need
to take protection more seriously.
This has become more effective
with iPipeline’s continually
evolving solutions, such as the
enhancements to SolutionBuilder
with multi-benefit quoting. Being
able to quickly create multiple

quotes frees up time to invest
in better conversations with
consumers, in turn increasing
protection sales. The volume of
multi-benefit sales in Q4 2018
grew by an impressive 70%
YoY, proving the importance of
product development.
Despite the merry-go-round of
never-ending Brexit negotiations
causing UK-wide ambiguity, our
outlook at iPipeline remains
strong for 2019 as we continue
to make a difference by focusing
on innovating for change and
delivering enhanced products for
our customers. We have already
seen exciting new SolutionBuilder
integrations with MetLife and The
Source and the launch of a new
partnership with dacadoo.
Growing the market with greater
products to create value for our
customers is our priority. We help
our industry and people with the
solutions they need for a stronger
financial future. Having the
right cover in place is ever more
important for peace of mind as you
will read throughout this edition.
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MARKET DISRUPTION

SPIN THE WHEEL
OF LIFE
BY JACQUI GILLIES, HEAD OF
MARKETING, GUARDIAN

What do these changing
demographics mean for
our industry? Protecting a
customer’s lifestyle means
understanding what clients
need now, but also building
in contingency for what they
might need in the future. In
other words, what a person
wants to protect today, will
likely be very different to what
they need to protect ten years
down the line.
Unfortunately, protection
policies aren’t really designed
to be flexible. The policy you
take out when you first get
cover is usually the one you’re
stuck with for the next 20 or
30 years. Even though a lot can
happen over that time.
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Take the dynamics of modern
relationships as an example.
Marriage, while still the most
common family set-up, is on the
fall according to the ONS, with
the cohabiting couple family
now the fastest growing group.1
For those who do still choose to
marry, the typical age of those
tying the knot for the first time
has been rising steadily since the
1970’s2 and the average marriage
lasts just over 12 years now3.
At Guardian, these kinds of
changing life dynamics are just
some of the rationale that was
fundamental to our dual life
approach, and not joint life first
death.
So where does a joint life policy
leave a couple if they do go their
separate ways? Typically, they’ll
likely be forced to let their
policies lapse or cancel them
altogether. By this time, they’re
12 years older and might be
less healthy, resulting in higher
premiums if they do take out
new policies.

With Guardian, our dual life
approach means both partners
can walk away with their cover
still in place. When they apply
for a dual life approach with
us, we give them a multi-life
discount, and their cover isn’t
affected if they separate. So,
they won’t end up paying more
now they’re single.
Sources:
1. Families and Households: 2017, Office
for National Statistics, November 2017
2. Being 18 in 2018, Office for National
Statistics, September 2018
3. Divorces in England and Wales:
2017, Office for National Statistics,
September 2018

Future relationship
status is just one life
event that can alter an
individual’s protection
needs. To discover how
our policies protect your
client no matter what the
future holds visit

If your client gets divorced...
...our dual life approach means both parties can
walk away with their cover still in place.
Joint life policies mean that protection is yet another thing
to sort out on divorce, and never top of the priority list.

adviser.guardian1821.
co.uk/wheeloflife

Dual life means life policies are separate from day one.
Spin the Wheel of Life and discover how our policies
protect your client no matter what the future holds at:
adviser.guardian1821.co.uk/wheeloflife

GFS A 0050 0219

The dynamics of life have
changed significantly in the
last 20 years. Individuals’ lives
no longer step sensibly along
the traditional timeline in
which babies come after house
purchases and marriages last
forever.

Wherever it lands, your client
is better protected with us.

Guardian Financial Services Limited is an appointed representative of Scottish Friendly Assurance Society Limited which is authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered office:
Scottish Friendly House, 16 Blythswood Square, Glasgow G2 4HJ. Registration number 110002. Guardian Financial Services Limited is
registered in England and Wales under number 11115769. Registered office: 11 Strand, London WC2N 5HR.
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Richard Horner, Head of
Protection at MetLife says:

THE INDIVIDUAL
PROTECTION
GROWTH
OPPORTUNITY
NEW, NON-UNDERWRITTEN
SOLUTION AVAILABLE ON
SOLUTIONBUILDER

As news continues to be shared
about the financial cliff edge
many families and individuals
in the UK face, advisers have
a tremendous opportunity to
help address the protection
gap and in doing so provide
not just peace of mind to
individuals and families but a
societal benefit as well.
The need is clearly there, but
MetLife research1 shows that
advisers are concerned that
affordability, underwriting and
the length of the sales process
are making it harder than it
should be to help families and
individuals to strengthen their
financial safety net.
More than two out of three
(67%) advisers surveyed
say protection sales would
increase if policies were more
affordable while nearly half
(48%) are concerned about
underwriting issues and around
two out of five (39%) worry
clients are put off by how long
the sales process takes.
MetLife’s innovative
MultiProtect accident and
4
12
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“Working with an innovative
technology partner like iPipeline
enables us to provide customers
with a seamless digital experience
which speeds up the buying process. We
designed MultiProtect not as a replacement
for life, critical illness or income protection. It
is additional cover that complements other
protection products in someone’s portfolio.”

hospital cover product is
designed to address these
challenges and is already
meeting customer needs with
more than 11,000 claims2 paid in
the past 12 months.
There is no underwriting and
customers can have cover in
place in less than four minutes.
Protection starts from £8 a
month and families can add
optional cover for any children
for just £1 extra a month. They
are covered up to the age of 18
living at home and up to 23 if
they are in full-time education.
Expanding distribution is vital
to ensuring more advisers and
their clients have the option of
choosing MultiProtect and that
is why MetLife has established
a strategic partnership with
iPipeline®.
It will be available with selected
distributors who use the awardwinning protection sourcing
solution, SolutionBuilder®,
which delivers a client-centric
research, quote and apply
solution.

Advisers can compare clients’
protection needs in a simplified
and responsive user interface
so they can quickly identify the
right solution.
Key benefits of MultiProtect
include cover for a range of
accidental injuries such as
broken bones and for UK
hospital stays due to an accident
or for hospitalisation due to
sickness after the policy has
been in force for 12 months.
Maximum payouts are up to
£250 a day for UK hospital stays;
£3,750 for broken bones and
£250,000 for total permanent
disability or £200,000 for
accidental death. Customers can
take out a policy from age 18 up
to their 60th birthday and cover
will continue until they reach 70.
To find out more, please contact
the MetLife team on:
0800 917 2221

Independent research carried out by Pollright among a representative sample of 200 financial advisers using an online methodology during August 2018
Taken from MetLife internal data, December 2018

LIFE INSURANCE v
HONEYMOON…A TAILORED
EXPERIENCE?
BY CHARLOTTE HARRISON,
PRODUCT MANAGER, IPIPELINE UK
As a consumer I likes choices,
I want a tailored experience
that fits my needs (preferably
with minimum time and effort).
I recently went through
the process of booking my
honeymoon and the travel
agent I used gave me the perfect
customer experience. We went
into their office and discussed
our requirements with them,
what country did we want to
go to? Did we want an active or
beach holiday? Temperature? All
inclusive? Excursion options?
Why was it such a great customer
experience? It’s simple…they
listened. The outcome of this
single conversation was a set of
beautifully packaged options and
all we had to do was choose the
one which suited us best. This
was a customer journey where
the travel agent added real value.
They were knowledgeable,
had access to special deals and
their system allowed them to
accommodate the complicated
flights between islands.
This is one example of the
personalisation and choice I
expect day to day. I want this
ease of experience and variety of
options when buying a car, eating
out or even just ordering a hot
chocolate (almond, oat or soya
milk?). It’s not just something I
want, it’s now something I expect,
and it feels like a frustrating and

poor customer journey when an
experience doesn’t deliver on this.
The same level of choice and
personalisation should apply
in the protection world. As a
consumer I should be given
the options, flexibility and
cover that suits me. However,
an increasingly demanding
consumer presents a challenge
to the adviser. An example of
this complexity is a client with
‘help to buy’. In the following
scenario the adviser may need
to cover up to 9 benefits:
1. Joint Decreasing Term benefit
– life cover for the repayment
mortgage amount
2. 1st life Level Term benefit –
life cover for the help to buy
loan amount
3. 2nd life Level Term benefit –
life cover for the help to buy
loan amount
4. 1st life Level Term benefit
– Critical Illness Cover only
(excluding a year’s salary)
5. 2nd life Level Term benefit
– Critical Illness Cover only
(excluding a year’s salary)
6. 1st life Income Protection
7. 2nd life Income Protection
8. 1st life Family Income Benefit
9. 2nd life Family Income
Benefit.

A quick glance at this scenario
shows how meeting a client’s
protection needs can get
complicated and time consuming
for the adviser. They could spend
hours adding these benefits
and trying to model different
outcomes to suit their client.
As the challenge faced by
advisers evolves so should the
system that supports them.
Feedback has allowed us to
understand the advisers process
and with 21% of quotes now
being done on a multi-benefit
basis, we have taken the decision
to enhance SolutionBuilder.
SolutionBuilder now goes a step
further in supporting the adviser
and allows up to 10 benefits to
be added and quoted during the
research process.
This enhancement launched
with one provider supporting
up to 6 benefits, however it
has now been expanded out
to several more providers
supporting up to 10.
This means time saved for
the adviser and perhaps
most importantly the
consumer feels listened to
and valued. Protection may
not be as exciting as booking
a honeymoon, but we should
at least be able to make it as
seamless and stress free for our
customers.
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DIGITAL
REPORTS
PROTECTION

Introducing

THE FUTURE OF DIGITALISATION
AND IMPROVING ACCESS TO
PROTECTION INSURANCE –
UPCOMING SURVEY
BY RICHARD WALSH,
FELLOW, SAMI CONSULTING

The new members app that gives
you free, direct access to medical
experts whenever you need them.

HealthWise connects members with medical
experts at their convenience, so they feel
better faster.

HealthWise is available to all members
of The Exeter and their immediate family,
without the need to make a claim.

We’ve tailored HealthWise to the needs of
our members and the type of cover they
have, so they get the most from the service.

Simply download to a smartphone or tablet.
Members will need their policy details in
order to activate their HealthWise account.

Benefits include:
GP on demand
Second medical opinion
Physiotherapy
Mental health support

App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play and
the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

Call our sales team on 0300 123 3207 or
email sales@the-exeter.com

Lifestyle coaching
Nutritional advice

Find out more at

The Exeter is a trading name of Exeter Friendly Society Limited, which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation
Authority (Register number 205309) and is incorporated under the Friendly Societies Act 1992 Register No. 91F with its registered office at Lakeside House, Emperor Way, Exeter, England EX1 3FD.

In an ideal world digitalisation
of medical records should
create far greater engagement
between patients and their
medical conditions to improve
their prognosis and increase
their wellbeing. We are already
seeing this through the growth
in health apps and to some
extent with the availability of
data through summary care
records available online.
From an IFA and mortgage
broker perspective this could
also lead to wider coverage for
applicants with pre-existing
conditions as insurers will have
more efficient methods to
underwrite. For all applicants
it could lead to greater trust
and claims certainty because
underwriting would be based
on medical records and not
applicant memory.
Currently many GP reports
required for underwriting
protection insurance are still
received manually but things
are changing. Gradually more
reports are going through
the Electronic Health Record
system (EHRs). However, while
70% of GP practices have
access to an EHR solution,
only around 20% of medical
information requests sent from

insurers to GPs are returned
digitally and not all insurers use
EHRs.

development and how it might
impact on obtaining insurance
quotes for your customers.

iPipeline will be carrying out
a survey to get your views
on the current situation for
obtaining medical records and
how you think things could
be improved. We will also
be asking your views on the
broader ramifications of this

We will be feeding the
aggregate results of your
responses into an independent
report into the future of
digitalisation and access to
protection insurance.
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WHAT DOES “FINANCIAL
WELLNESS” MEAN TO YOU?
BY ALISA WALLINGTON, SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER,
IPIPELINE UK

Win the protection
clients you want.
Faster.
Take your advice business to the next level with
Adviser Business Accelerator.
Discover tips, tools and guides to help you win
more protection clients and boost your profits.
All at the click of a mouse button.
Help your firm fly higher.
Visit adviserbusinessaccelerator.aviva.com
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Aviva Life Services UK Limited.
Registered in England No 2403746. Aviva, Wellington Row, York YO90 1WR.
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Firm Reference Number 145452.
TR01445 11/2018

Personally, I don’t think I have
been “financially well” since the
successful application of my first
credit card…
. I am however, a
relatively intelligent adult. I earn
a good salary in a successful and
conscientious company and I
am not overly concerned about
money.
Having said that, I also live
in rented accommodation
(albeit owned by my parents),
have been separated from my
husband for over a year, have a
son who is nearly 2 and do not
have (and have never had) any
personal protection - does that
make me financially unwell?
Some may argue uninformed
but in reality, I probably have to
admit ignorance. I am fortunate
enough to work in an industry
where the risks of being
underinsured and the value of
protection are fully understood.
However, I continue to rely
upon the benefits I am grateful
to my company for providing, as
without it, I would have nothing.
In contemplating my own
financial situation, I was
intrigued to find out how some
of my colleagues felt about
theirs, so I asked them. In
response to the question, “how
worried are you about money?”
the reaction was broadly the
same, “not as much as I should
be”, or “it does bother me…”.
Perhaps the question should
have been, does it bother you

enough to do something about
it? The estimated £2.4 trillion
protection gap would suggest
that the overwhelming evidence
is no, so why not?

At iPipeline, we are lucky
enough to have access to a
financial adviser who offers free
advice on a range of financial
subjects. However, based on an
average staff headcount, so far
only 44% have arranged a visit.

My belief is that much of my
generation (and to clarify, I
think I fall just outside the
So how do we change the
millennial category) are mainly
mindsets of ‘people like me’?
concerned with today. They
How do we introduce the
have not been privy to luxuries
concept of ‘financial resilience’
such as final salary pensions, let
and why it’s more important
alone understand what one is.
than getting Frankie the Scottish
A few of my friends do not even
Terrier insured? (he is by the
have a pension,
way… .).
instead relying on
A staggering 94% Surely the first thing
their husbands
of employees admit is to have more
to provide after
to worrying about conversations and get
choosing to
people thinking about
money, with 77%
become stay at
home mums. This of these saying that it. We need to get
better and smarter
was the priority
money worries
at introducing
at the time, the
impact them at
the protection
decision made
work.
conversation,
irrespective of
demonstrating the
the consequences
value and importance
in later life. A “We’ll deal with
of it, and making it personal,
it when we need to” mentality.
What we don’t know is, how soon “nudging’ people at a time that’s
that “when we need to” might be. relevant.
A recent headline in Cover
magazine led me to the Close
Brothers’ inaugural Financial
Wellbeing Index which suggests
that the “Vast majority of UK
employees are troubled by
money”. A staggering 94% of
employees admit to worrying
about money, with 77% of these
saying that money worries
impact them at work.

‘People like me’ need to visualize
and understand the impact
of something before they will
act. As we grow the number of
conversations being held, we
will grow the consciousness and
receptiveness to protection,
helping more people become
financially well.
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TRAINING

ASK THE TRAINER
BY CHANTEL MCGILL, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CONSULTANT, IPIPELINE UK
iPipeline’s Chantel McGill trains advisers on SolutionBuilder,
our award-winning protection sourcing solution. Here she
answers advisers ‘ top 4 most commonly asked questions since
the start of the year, enabling them to efficiently research,
quote and apply.

1
How do I add Children’s
CI to a policy?
Each Provider returns
differently with regards to
Children’s CI. Providers such as
AIG and LV offer Children’s CI
inclusive with no further cost
to your client. Royal London
return 3 separate results in
SolutionBuilder showing a quote
for No Child’s CI, Standard
Child’s CI & Enhanced Child’s
CI. Aviva automatically returns
Standard Child’s CI on their
standard product & Upgraded
Child’s CI on their Upgraded
product. You can however
change this once you press
the Apply button through to
Aviva’s site. Legal & General
automatically returns Standard
Child’s CI on all their quotes.
You can remove this or increase
this to Extra Child’s CI once
you press the Apply button
through to L&G’s site. Both
Vitality & Zurich return their
quotes without Child’s CI and
this can be added on at an extra
cost once you have pressed the
Apply button and go through to
their sites. If you are unsure of
whether or not this is included in
the quote, please double check
the illustration.
10

2

3

How can I quote on dual
deferred/stepped benefit for
Income Protection?

How do I amend the deferred
period on Waiver of Premium
for a Term benefit?

If you quote on the total
amount and first deferred
period in SolutionBuilder then
once you are on the quote
results screen, dual deferred/
stepped benefit is available
using a Single Benefit Income
Protection (as shown in the
image opposite). If you select
the dropdown menu to the
right of the comparison cell
and select Detailed Quote, this
will open the detailed quote
service in a new tab. Select
Policy Basis and you will have
an option for Dual Deferred
Periods required; select yes
and enter the Initial Monthly
Benefit Amount and Initial
Deferred Period followed by
Additional Monthly Benefit
Amount & Additional Deferred
Period. Select Quote and this
will then provide you will the
correct illustration under
Details and View.

Waiver of Premium can be
added within SolutionBuilder
in the Benefit Details screen
for each individual benefit.
However, the standard default
is 6 months so if the provider
offers a different deferred
period this can be changed if
you select the apply option.
Not all providers offer different
deferred periods.

2

4
How do I produce a Decreasing
Life Quote with Level CI?
To produce a Decreasing Life
Quote with Level CI, you will
need to add two separate
benefits into SolutionBuilder.
You can use our Additional
Cover Options/Matrix to
change the benefits to a suitable
premium for your client.

4
Interested to find out more about SolutionBuilder?
Sign up for our on demand webinar
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INSTANT
PROTECTION
SERVICE

Step aboard
our platform
for the ultimate
customer journey
Industry leading protection products need industry leading
technology. SSG Digital provides exactly that.
From quote to claim, our innovative IT platform supports the entire
journey for an enhanced customer and adviser experience. Simple,
flexible, convenient and customer centric, SSG Digital is an awardwinning system that will transform your protection business.
SSG Digital puts you in control of producing quotes, completing
applications, underwriting, servicing, claims and on-going management,
all within one user-friendly, fully integrated, platform.

•

Proven to support 50,000 quotes an hour

•

Able to support 600,000 new policies each year

•

Capable of supporting portfolios in excess of 30 million policies

If you’re a provider or a carrier looking to transform your protection
business and deliver an industry leading customer and adviser experience,
visit ipipeline.com/uk/ssgdigital and get on board with SSG Digital.
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It’s time...
Bring your business into the 21st century with AlphaTrust®
AlphaTrust® e-Sign is the industry proven,
premier e-Signature and document
management solution.
To explore its flexibility, compliance, superior
security, and white labeling capability, visit:
ipipeline.com/uk/alphatrustesign

To find out more about our products and services call us on 0345 4084022 or email uk.salesteam@ipipeline.com
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NEWS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
LV= has selected iPipeline’s sourcing system SolutionBuilder and its Assureweb portal to
provide specialist income protection for clients with riskier jobs. Typically these clients can
be expensive to insure or find it hard to prove how much they earn, such as self-employed or
contract workers. The product, ‘personal sick pay’, is available as part of a multi-benefit quote
and the policy can be selected alongside other benefits on LV=’s ‘flexible protection’ menu plan.
iPipeline has launched a new partnership with dacadoo, one of the world’s leading health and
insurtech companies. An innovative and secure digital health engagement platform for life
insurers aims to encourage wellness in users. Health Score risk results assist with underwriting
and simplifying protection sales.
MetLife has launched MultiProtect on iPipeline’s SolutionBuilder. The accident and hospital
cover product enables individuals and families to access affordable and flexible financial
protection that meets everyday risks.
Source Insurance selects iPipeline’s SolutionBuilder for its next-generation protection
sourcing system. Utilising existing information from life insurance quotes, advisers can save
time and money re-keying to produce home insurance quotes.

TO STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH THE LATEST NEWS AND
UPDATES FROM IPIPELINE, FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

IPIPELINE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
If you need any support with using any of the iPipeline Services, you can get in touch
with our Customer Support Team on the contact details below.

0345 408 4022 		

uk.support@ipipeline.com

iPipeline Quarterly
AN IPIPELINE PUBLICATION

FOR ADVERTISING & SPONSORSHIP
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SIMON DUFFIN
01242 211830
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01242 211726
JBURT@IPIPELINE.COM

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained within this newsletter.
All information was correct as of publication. The information contained in this publication is targeted
at financial advisers and their agents. iPipeline Limited, registered office: 3rd Floor Montpellier House,
Montpellier Drive, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL50 1TY. Registered in England, number 03033012.

